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Cekamon Saws Newsletter
This newsletter tells you more about our new convoyer and
the second part of our job at Skandro in Sweden. But also
the news in de media around sustainable business has our
attention.

In this newsletter:
- For Sale: Pallet tipper
- Skandro, part 2
- Choose Wooden Packaging and
pallets
- Golf balls with your order

Skandro, part 2
In March this year we placed a full repair line at Skandro (SW). This month
we traveled again to Sweden in order to complete part 2: placing an
additional Euro pallet repair line with a robot. This robot can stack three
types of pallets.
The benefits for Skandro:
•
•
•
•

Every employee repairs 25 - 35 pallets per hour without lifting
The robot sorts three types of pallets automatically
Logistics improvement
Corporate social responsibility

Sustainable bunisess
It's a trend for many years: sustainable business. In the media you can find
many articles. They show how important it is to operate sustainable.
•
•
•

Praised for recycling 74% of waste
Waste en recycling targets
Why sustainable companies have more engaged employees

New: Trog conveyor
This conveyor removes waste wood from the Palletsaw immediately. An
effective solution to make the workplace more safe and clean. You can
place this conveyor behind your PalletSaw.

Choose Wooden Packaging and pallets
The European Federation of Wooden Pallet and Packaging manufacturers
(FEFPEB) has announced a new public relations campaign to promote
wood as the raw material of choice for pallets and packaging on behalf of
its members. Click here

Golf balls with your order
Golfing with Cekamon Saws! A box contains three balls. Let us know if you
wish to receive a box of golf balls at your order

For Sale: Cekamon Pallet tipper
Year of Build: 2011
Status: as good as new
Price: on request

Recycling of wood decreased
Last year the recycling of wooden pallet and packaging in the Netherlands,
decreased for the first time.
The dutch Foundation Recycled Wood says that subsidy on green energie
from waste wood should disappear. Giving such subsidy does not
encourage the reuse of wood. Companies get more funding for waste
wood to burn for green energie than to recycle wood.
Wood should be recycled wherever possible and at the last be burned for
green energy. With our sort and repair line you can recycle wood.
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